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Abstract Intelligent mobility, agile manipulability, and increased autonomy are key tech-
nologies to guarantee for long-range and efficient surface exploration on Earth’s Moon and
on planets. In order to increase the scientific output of a rover mission it is very necessary
to explore much larger surface areas reliably in much less time. This is the main driver for
a robotics institute to combine mechatronics functionalities to develop an intelligent mobile
vehicle with an appropriate number of wheels, and having specific kinematics and locomotion
suspension depending on the operational terrain of the rover to operate. Moreover, a shift
from a traditional bogie and wheel design to more agile wheel-legged combined systems
seems to be beneficial to reach the goals. DLR’s Robotics and Mechatronics Center has a
long tradition in developing advanced components in the field of light-weight motion actua-
tion, intelligent and soft manipulation and skilled hands and tools, perception and cognition,
and in increasing the autonomy of any kind of mechatronic systems. The whole design is
supported and is based upon detailed modelling, optimization, and simulation tasks. We have
developed efficient software tools to simulate the rover driveability performance on various
terrain characteristics such as soft sandy and hard rocky terrains as well as on slopes, where
wheel and grouser geometry plays a dominant role. Moreover, first rover designs by best
engineering intuitions has to be supported by means of optimization tools from the very
beginning. By this, we optimize structural, geometric, and inertia parameters and we com-
pare various kinematics suspension concepts, while making use of realistic cost functions
like mass and consumed energy minimization, static stability, and more. For self-localization
and safe navigation through unknown terrain we make use of fast 3D stereo algorithms that
were successfully used in terrestrial mobile systems. The advanced rover design approach is
applicable for lunar as well as Martian surface exploration purposes.
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1 Introduction

The search for traces of past and present life, the characterization of planetary environment,
and the preparation of human exploration are three major topics that drive also a robotics and
mechatronics institution to beneficially have a share in realizing those challenging goals.

So far, surface exploration by wheeled rovers on Earth’s Moon (the two Lunokhods)
and Mars (Nasa’s Sojourner, the two MERs, and the MSL Curiosity) has been followed
since many years already very successfully, specifically concerning operations over long
time. However, despite of this success, the explored surface area was very small, having in
mind a total driving distance of about 8 km (Spirit) and 21 km (Opportunity) over 6 years
of operation. Moreover, ESA will send its ExoMars rover in 2018 to Mars, and China in
December 2013 has successfully landed a MER-like rover (Yutu on spacecraft Chang’e 3)
on Moon. All these rovers are lacking sufficient on-board intelligence to overcome longer
distances, driving much faster and deciding to a large extent autonomously on path planning
for the best trajectory to follow. And this all without almost permanent supervision and
intervention of human operators from ground.

Despite the support of scientific exploration tasks by robotics means, the building of future
infrastructures for intelligent and wide-area lunar surface exploration, and exploitation is a
key application for any space robotics and mechatronics institution. This covers the setup of
robotic outposts as well as to provide mobility, manipulability, and autonomy to any kind
of explorative and exploitive systems. Moreover, providing capacities to autonomously pick
up samples by manipulators accommodated on vehicles and equipped with special grip-
pers or tools, and return them to a fixed landing station for processing, is a must in this
future challenging scenario (Seeni et al. 2010). In addition, we may think of direct or in situ
processing at the vehicle site as is followed now by the MSL mission. All this requires the
development and integration of light-weight mechatronic components for reliable actuation
and increased perception/cognition of environmental conditions. By this, we increase intelli-
gence and autonomy of mobile and manipulative systems and reach the goal to explore much
larger surface areas reliably and in much less time. These same key functionalities are also
the main drivers to support the set-up of lunar outposts by robotic means in a safe way.

The following chapters will outline the needs and the technologies being either under
development or have already been demonstrated in terrestrial applications. The strategy to
reach the goals is primarily based on an institute’s perspective, i.e. it mainly regards the
research and development efforts accomplished at the Robotics and Mechatronics Center of
DLR, and it takes into account their recent findings. The term ‘Robotical Planetary Explo-
ration’ comprises the three key technologies: autonomous operations, mobility, and manip-
ulability. Despite the great success of today’s Mars rovers operations, the lack of long-range
exploration areas in much faster time is still a drawback to increase science return notably. As
already addressed above, this goal can be reached by applying new mechatronics technolo-
gies like novel and light-weight actuator and drive concepts together with intelligent control
algorithms, e.g. to minimize slippage or to distribute drive torques and traction forces almost
equally to the rough soil. Furthermore, we will have to rely on novel kinematics locomotion
structures in combination with wheel suspension for wheeled rovers. And, finally, increased
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Planetary robotics exploration activities

autonomous capabilities are necessary during driving across complexly shaped planetary
surfaces. And, above all, legged or even hybrid locomotion systems with or without wheels
may be a means to an end to explore a given and very maleficent terrain, such as craters,
steeply sloped areas, and largely bouldered terrains. Moreover, the combination and team-
ing of several vehicles of different locomotion type may be the ultimate choice to reach the
exploration goals.

2 Towards advanced planetary mobility concepts

The main objectives here are to increase rover driving speed and driving safety over a large
surface area. As already stated before, the knowledge of the interaction between wheels/legs
and ground is of fundamental interest to solve this goal. Here, the increase of the wheel–soil
interacting forces which are transmitted from driving, steering or leg-articulating motors to
the ground is a big issue. This includes several tasks:

• Increase of motor performance using new light-weight motor technology.
• Use of novel actuator design concepts for both driving and steering capabilities.
• Reduction of the entire rover chassis and locomotion mass.
• Design of advanced wheel suspension systems to distribute the wheel forces almost uni-

formly to all wheels.
• Guarantee for rover stability in all envisaged critical driving states ranging from smoothly

inclined planes to steep slopes and even crevasses to be negotiated.

Moreover, advanced controller algorithms are required that take care of slippage between
the wheels and soft and hard soils, and to reduce slip to a certain minimum. First attempts
are already studied that deal with torque and slip control to be applied and tested in our
planetary exploration lab. The influence of slip on odometry and hence precise navigation is
of dominant importance and has to be considered appropriately.

Anyway, for successful exploration and for efficient cooperation of different vehi-
cles, autonomy is not feasible without sufficient on-board sensorics, intelligent controller
approaches, and powerful data processing. Here, vision-based image processing gains a key
role in this game.

3 Enabling technologies

In Fig. 1, the originally envisaged ExoMars rover is presented that shall serve as an example
for the various functionalities to be provided for any advanced mobile vehicle that will meet
the challenging goals. By sure, the mobility function is the major driver for any kind of
such an advanced vehicle. Starting with the interaction between vehicle and soil, this is the
wheel in its traditional designs; but it also can be legs, or any kind of sophisticated wheel
geometry with specialized grousers and more. All those approaches have to consider how
to best transfer the actuating forces and torques to the soil to overcome the rough terrain
efficiently and to speed up with driving, walking, and else.

Further, the suspension system and its kinematic arrangement and attachments to the
vehicle main body are of likewise importance. Existing bogie designs or sophisticated ones
are the matter of investigation. The balance of forces uniformly applied to the various ground
contacts while roving over rough terrains is, by sure, one of the prevailing requirements for any
design approach. More advanced kinematics design will admit agile suspension geometries
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Fig. 1 ExoMars-type rover,
serving as an example to display
the enabling technologies to
design more advanced systems

that allow to overcome extreme surfaces and steep terrain. By this, vehicle kinematics may be
reconfigured, e.g. by legged/wheeled system kinematics, to safely negotiate rocky and steep
terrains while lowering or raising the overall vehicle’s centre of mass (CoM), for example.

Efficient actuation and control of the joints in bogies, legs, and wheel driving, steering, and
deployment is a further prerequisite with respect to best travel through unstructured surface
with reasonably fast speed and minimal energy consumption, and at the same time avoiding
too high slippages that act conflictive.

All those elements serving for mobility interact with each other. To handle and to inte-
grate them in an efficient way, the use of optimization methods seems mandatory to arrive
at a best or somehow optimal solution. Therefore, the whole locomotion subsystem design
is to be supported by and is based upon detailed modelling, optimization, and simulation
tasks Schäfer et al. (2011). Efficient software tools were developed, building on commer-
cially available basic software packages like Matlab/Simulink and Modelica/Dymola. This
allows a precise and extensive simulation of the rover driveability performance on various
terrain characteristics. They cover important features such as driving on soft sandy and hard
rocky terrains as well as on slopes, where wheel and grouser geometry plays a dominant role.
Moreover, rover optimization is performed to support the best engineering intuitions, that will
optimize structural and geometric parameters, compare various kinematics suspension con-
cepts, and make use of realistic cost functions like mass and consumed energy minimization,
static stability maximization, structural elements stress and strain minimization, and more.

Increasing autonomy plays a fundamental role to achieve intelligent navigation and surface
exploration, and hence almost faster driving performance. Here, the tasks of self-localization
and safe navigation through unknown terrain are obligatory to be successful. This is done
by a robust navigation system for rough terrain that is based on stereo vision (Chilian and
Hirschmüller 2009). The performance and the grade of quality depend to a large extent on
the available computation power on the vehicle that otherwise influences rover design by
mass and power consumption. Other visual (e.g. laser based systems for hazard detection
and obstacle avoidance) and remote sensing capabilities (e.g. orbiter based imaging) may be
added to support safe and fast navigation through unknown terrains.
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4 Innovative solutions

Concepts of alternative actuation and realizations of safe navigation have been worked out and
will be described in this chapter. Advanced suspension kinematics and optimization-based
first results then are presented in the following two chapters.

4.1 Actuation

DLR’s Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics since many years already, has been devel-
oping highly integrated robots and many different kinds of mechatronics systems, not only
for space applications, but also for on-ground, industrial and medical areas. Both, the novel
light-weight robot arm of our 3rd generation design series, and the 4-finger hand of the 2nd
design generation, world-wide belong to the most advanced mechatronic systems (cf. Fig.
2, for a typical robotic joint). They integrate state-of-the-art actuatorics, sensorics, and com-
munications techniques within a highly complex but modularly built-up system (Hirzinger
et al. 2002, 2004; Schäfer et al. 2004). Very recently, we have started to develop DexHand,
a space qualifiable dexterous multi-fingered robotic hand in contract to ESA, that ESA is
going to use for space applications (Chalon 2011). Our innovative light-weight actuation
and sensorics system together with an highly integrated electronics system are the primary
features to achieve DexHand performance as required. Moreover, the basic actuation system
has demonstrated its long-term space performance in the ISS-based ROKVISS experiment
(Schäfer et al. 2004). The two-arm robot, attached to the external shell of the Russian ISS
module, served for more than 6 years as a fantastic and reliable system to demonstrate the
motion performance in extreme space environments. And very recently in 2011, we were
able to receive this system back to Earth to investigate its technical state during the long-term
space sojourn.

Based upon these promising developments, very early we were convinced that these sys-
tems are very well suited for numerous applications in mobile and manipulative operations
for planetary surface exploration missions: Light-weight anthropomorphic robots for any
kind of manipulation tasks, 4-finger hand for safe and very skilled gripping and manipulative
operations. And moreover, we are optimistic that for mobile systems the use of our differen-
tial bevel gear concepts as demonstrated successfully within the finger actuators and medical
robot applications, will lead to a breakthrough in designing compact and light-weight rover
wheel drives and multi-legged walkers.

First results on mobile systems drive design have shown the applicability of the underlying
basic actuator concepts for legged walkers, and for a combined rover wheel actuator for both
wheel driving and steering.

The new motor concept developed via advanced concurrent engineering techniques
reduced weight and power losses by 50 %. Basis for the light-weight robot joints as well
as for the smart finger joints is this state-of-the-art high-energy brushless DC (direct current)
motor drive, called RoboDrive, developed during the past years in our institute. Based upon
required modifications, this drive concept together with the integrated sensor package will
be taken into account as an interesting candidate drive concept for any mobile system. Since
the joint drive requirements in space robotics and planetary vehicles are different from many
other terrestrial applications, we tried to develop an optimized electric motor with respect to
the criteria, using the latest results in concurrent engineering. All (multi-) physical effects
and their interactions had to be modelled and simulated “in parallel” (RoboDrive company;
http://www.robodrive.de/).
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Fig. 2 Robotic joint, consisting of weight and power optimized RoboDrive motor, harmonic drive gear, output
torque sensor, position sensor on motor and output side

In summary, several motor types are available meanwhile and they are more and more in
demand, not only for new robotic systems but, e.g. also for applications in advanced vehicle
technology (brake-by-wire, steer-by-wire). Together with specially adapted Harmonic Drives
gear type, piezo-electric brakes, and the integrated power and signal electronics, the drive
units can be accommodated in very small housings. Moreover, the drives are equipped with
a number of sensors like torque sensors and position sensors on the gearbox output side (Fig.
2). Therefore, the motor drives are also well prepared for the application of sophisticated
vehicle control strategies.

Bevel gear drives are widely used in robotic applications. This concept also achieves a
lower centre of mass which results in more stability and climbing capability of the rover
because of implementing both units in the hub. Another advantage is seen in the thermal
characteristics for the cold lunar and planetary environment. Due to the compact housing and
close combination of both drive units, all the thermal power loss is well used for heating. The
number of additional heating equipment can be reduced (Schäfer et al. 2008). Both motors
will work thermally balanced, so a single cold unit (e.g. the steering actuator when driving
a straight path) can be avoided. By the possibility of applying the torques of both motors to
assist only one dof, higher peak torques can be applied to the wheel or steering function as
in non-bevel gear applications.

Some remarks should be added to the benefit of brushless over brushed motors, since the
use of brushless DC motors in space applications receives increasing importance. For the
two MER rovers (Mars Exploration Rover), NASA had built upon brushed motors yet. Their
use in atmospheric environment, although with very low pressure, was somehow justified.
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However, even for the next rover missions (MSL, Mars Science Laboratory), NASA also
builds upon brushless ones. It is well accepted that brushless DC motors have enormous
advantages over brushed ones:

• Higher power densities.
• Higher peak torques, meaning acceptable overloads for short time.
• No mechanical friction contacts, except in housings: thus no brush wear and therefore

enhanced reliability and lifetime without any maintenance.
• External stator (coil windings), internal rotor (permanent magnets): hence excellent heat

dissipation by the external stator copper losses due to direct conductive heat path to the
exterior.

• No shortcuts because of conductive debris in the commutator slots, since brushes/
commutator transitions are lacking.

• However, the use of more extensive power electronics and sensorics acts somewhat dis-
advantageously, but is no matter of severe concern.

4.2 Safe navigation

Navigation is based on images from a stereo camera as primary sensor. The images are rec-
tified and matched by stereo correlation or SGM (Semi-Global Matching) for computing a
dense depth image (Fig. 3). Correlation (Hirschmüller et al. 2002a) is suitable in applica-
tions with low computing power, whereas SGM is useful for dense and more accurate results
(Hirschmüller 2008). For reducing the computational burden of SGM, implementations on a
graphics card (Ernst and Hirschmüller 2008) as well as on Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) are possible (Hirschmüller 2011). Especially, FPGA implementations are particu-

Fig. 3 Demonstration of autonomous driving based on image data processing (stereo camera on DLR’s
6-legged crawler) with obstacle detection and avoidance
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Fig. 4 Autonomous driving: simulation with start and goal destination in unknown and complexly shaped
terrain, applying obstacle detection and avoidance (green benign terrain, brown detected obstacles resp. dan-
gerous extreme terrain) (color figure online)

larly useful for mobile robots and space applications due to their low energy consumption
and radiation tolerance.

The visual odometry is computed based on the sequence of left stereo camera images and
corresponding dense depth images (Hirschmüller et al. 2002b). The robustness is increased
by fusing the visual odometry with IMU and odometry information (Chilian et al. 2011).
This leads to registered depth images, which are combined into a 2.5D elevation model of
the environment (Fig. 4). The model is then analysed for traversability and a D* light path
planner is applied (Chilian and Hirschmüller 2009).

5 Some advanced kinematic concepts

Wheeled, tracked (not treated here), and legged locomotion systems have their own advan-
tages and disadvantages. For example, while wheels are capable of higher speeds on a flat
terrain than tracks or legs, a wheeled rover is relatively less capable of traversing obstacles
than the other two. Hybrid robots possess two locomotion modes in the same vehicle and offer
the advantages of both. The locomotion modes can be arranged separately (legs in parallel
to wheels) or as a combination e.g. wheels mounted to legs.

One promising type of a hybrid concept that we studied some time ago kinematically
and dynamically, was a wheeled-leg hybrid. In this design, wheels and legs were separated
from each other, meaning that a wheeled rover carried on top of its chassis a legged crawler
that could deploy from the chassis to walk in non-benign, bouldered terrain. Wheeled-legged
hybrids have the advantage of higher mobility provided by walkers combined with the energy
efficiency of wheels. The system as a whole was envisaged to be designed being highly
modular, reusable, redundant, reconfigurable and with adequate margins. Wheels were used
to roll efficiently on smooth terrain, whilst legs were foreseen to move on extreme terrain.
This hybrid concept can be further used with unprecedented mobility capabilities; however,
the system is just in a study phase and not under severe development for space exploration yet.

Another more promising hybrid system combines articulated legs with wheels, somehow
related to the Athlete system of NASA (Smith et al. 2008), but with totally different kinematics
here (Fig. 5). It combines three legs at the front vehicle body and three legs at the rear side.
Each three legs are suspended passively via a rotating connecting base plate to the main
body. The central body is coupled via a differential gear in between of both, front and rear
side. Each leg has three dofs. The connecting plate replaces somehow the functionality of a
traditional bogie system, as in ExoMars or MER type rovers.
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Fig. 5 Hybrid legged/wheeled
concept: large ground clearance
with high CoM (top). One leg
lifting/walking possible while
using tangential (frictional)
ground forces (middle). Passive
suspension on rough terrain with
low CoM (bottom)

Several beneficial functionalities can be received by this kinematic arrangement:

• Leg lifting and walking by friction on ground, since we make use of a statically undeter-
mined system.

• In benign terrains: legs kinematics can be blocked (motors switched off) to obtain an
energy-efficient wheel-based rolling mode.

• In complexly shaped terrains: the use of adaptive locomotion using the articulated leg
kinematics is of great benefit, e.g. by lowering or raising the CoM for increasing ground
clearance (lifting) or by increasing the static stability behaviour (lowering).

• In very extreme terrains: walking over obstacles will be possible.
• Since this is a very new design approach, further studies are underway now to optimize

the kinematics itself and to work on control of such complex systems that is deemed being
not an easy task.

6 Locomotion subsystem optimization

6.1 Optimization premises and goals

The design of planetary exploration rovers is an involved process including several conflict-
ing system requirements. Mobility and locomotion, operations, environment, power, thermal,
structures and mechanical environment characteristics are interrelated through a locomotion
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Fig. 6 Mission and systems requirements that drive the optimal design of a vehicle

system’s concept, (Fig. 6). This concept includes a suspension type and its geometric para-
meters. The former is defined by a human designer aided by some trade-off metrics and is a
rather intuitive process. On the other hand, the synthesis of the geometric parameters consid-
ers dynamic/static analysis which can be done in a computer-aided manner. Thus, we assume
the following premise to reach an automated synthesis of planetary rovers: a given suspension
concept can be further improved by changing algorithmically its geometric and structural /
material parameters (Fig. 7). This is accomplished here in a scenario-oriented optimization
tool specifically developed for planetary rovers: it relies basically on well-tested numeric
optimization and multibody simulation tools.

The expertise and achieved developments of our institute with respect to the goals stated
above then have been integrated into an overall development and design tool that optimizes a
next generation planetary rover (Fig. 6). Expertise is available in rover kinematics/dynamics
optimization, in multibody dynamics and terramechanics, in energy management and min-
imization, and in design of advanced controller approaches (Fig. 8). The overall goal then
will be the realization of a demonstrator rover that features new characteristics such as high
mobility, energy efficiency, increased autonomy, and long-range driving capabilities at given
total mass. In parallel, the development environment at its final stage will act as a design tool,
and will very rapidly assist in optimized rover designs that fit to any type of terrain topology.
And, moreover, that cope with given mission design specs such as given total mass, available
energy resources, desired rover speeds, and driving ranges Schäfer et al. (2011).

The optimization environment uses MOPS, the Multi-Objective Parameter Synthesis tool
that integrates with Matlab/Simulink. MOPS has the advantageous feature to optimize more
than only one cost function (therefore named ‘multi objectives’) within one optimization run.
The right choice of the objectives functions has been carefully investigated: mass, power,
driven path distance, static stability, and structural elements strain and stress minimization
are considered of dominant importance.

6.2 Scenario-oriented optimization

Several characteristics of a wheeled rover are directly affected by the terrain where it is
driving (Fig. 9). For example, ground clearance, static stability margin, and wheel width
cannot be defined without considering, respectively: the height of the obstacles, highest slope
value on a realistic relief, and the mechanical characteristics of the sand. These conditions are
considered being parts of a scenario to be simulated in interaction with a rover. For simulation
purposes, we compose the scenarios with obstacles (represented with triangle soups), a relief
(digital elevation model), and terrain type (rigid as smoothed Coulomb friction, or deformable
according with Bekker–Wong theory).
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Fig. 7 Optimization example: suspension kinematics geometric parameters to be optimized for rovers of
MER type (top) and of ExoMars type (bottom)

From the optimization point of view, a scenario is a constraint which is very meaningful
but difficult to set up. The complexities of real scenarios have to be captured keeping the
compromise among imposed computational overhead, representativeness, and the provision
of a consistent evaluation of different vehicles configurations. The shape of a real scenario
could be accurately reproduced in a simulation environment with high-resolution digital
representations of the reliefs and obstacles, but the computational costs regarding collision
detection, soil deformation, and contact forces computation would be impracticable even for
a single simulation (Fig. 9). Obstacles placed like in a real scenario could impose qualitatively
incomparable behaviours to different geometric configurations of a same suspension concept.
It has to be guaranteed that a simulation scenario represents suitably a real scenario but is
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Fig. 8 Modelling of the various components: vehicle as a multibody system (by Dymola software tool), the
terrain topology (environment, by Matlab tool), and the contact dynamics between wheel/leg and ground (by
Modelica tool and C language)

Fig. 9 Modelling various terrain types: steps going up and down, small and large rocks, sparsely and densely
covered rocky areas

still able to, first, generate simulation models with acceptable simulation times and, second,
to affect the dynamic behaviour of the vehicle suspension in the same way for different
geometric configurations. The first condition is stated because of a simple reason: a single
simulation is just an iteration of an optimization process which can take more than 200
iterations. The second condition is inherent in the non-linearity of the obtained simulation
model: the wheels of two different geometric configurations have to face the same obstacles
and the same tracks to be compared with each other. If the last condition is not achieved, the
optimization results will not be meaningful since the objective functions will return results
for conditions which are in fact different.

6.3 Optimization results

We verified the scenario-oriented optimization by defining two scenarios (rigid and smooth
terrains) where the rover drives straight ahead facing obstacles and a slope in the case of
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Fig. 10 Optimization result for the ExoMars rover, cf. also Fig. 7 for kinematic and geometric characteristics

Fig. 11 Some results from optimization example: chosen cost functions are minimization of soft soil sinkage,
wheel driving power consumption, and overall mass. EXM ExoMars, RB Rocker-Bogie (MER). The nominal
values are taken for the existing ExoMars rover and are normalized to 1

the rigid terrain. The simulation scenarios were composed in such a way that each rover of
the optimization iterations would interact with the obstacle in the same locations and the
following wheels (in the case of soft terrain) face the tracks left by the other wheels. The
chosen objective functions were overall mass, consumed power, accumulated sinkage, and
dynamic stability as described in Schäfer et al. (2011). The results given by Figs. 10 and 11
for the ExoMars rover show that this is exactly as expected: a rover with reduced vehicle
width and increased length to account for longitudinal stability, the width of the wheels is
decreased and vice versa the radius is increased. These optimized geometric properties reduce
the accumulated sinkage measure as they reduce the dimension of the tracks and increase the
travelled path.
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Fig. 12 Simulation scenarios: a one obstacle in soft soil; b two obstacles in soft soil; c no obstacle in soft
soil; d staggered rigid terrain; e undulating rigid terrain; f rotating rigid plane; g elevating rigid terrain

Table 1 Scenario-oriented optimization: seven scenario types (A–G) and six objective functions chosen

Scenario Overall
mass

Average
power

Accumulated
sinkage

Stabilitv–force Travelled
distance

Attitude
path

A Yes Yes Yes No No No

B No Yes Yes No No No

C No Yes Yes No No No

D No No No Yes Yes No

E No No No Yes Yes No

F No No No Yes No No

G No No No Yes No Yes

Other scenarios were defined as in Fig. 12, to obtain a geometric configuration of the
ExoMars-type rover which agrees with realistic planetary rover requirements. In this example,
we used six different objective functions evaluated in the seven different scenarios A to G
(Table 1) to increase robustness of the solution; each objective function is related to the
respective scenario according to Table 1.

Even obeying the compromises stated before to choose suitable scenarios, computational
cost is still high. The optimization procedure was implemented with distributed computation
in our cluster at DLR, it reduced the overall computational cost to that of the most expensive
simulation alone.

As the main result of this work we present the Rover Optimization Tool (ROT,
Fig. 13), including complex terrain composition, contact modelling, multiple scenario opti-
mization setup, and post processing analysis functions. It is composed of Matlab APIs,
Dymola/Modelica models, and a Matlab GUI to integrate the composed simulation setup
with the DLR’s optimization tool, MOPS.

7 Conclusions

This work has focused on advancing mobile systems for planetary surface exploration aiming
at higher speeds and increased autonomy, while applying innovative engineering technolo-
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Fig. 13 Functionalities of the Rover Optimization Tool, ROT

gies for locomotion and navigation. Furthermore, it has been shown that optimization of
locomotion subsystems is mandatory since the envisaged advanced vehicles will exhibit
increased degrees of freedom, combining e.g. wheeled and legged locomotion functions
within one hybrid system. And, optimization is expected to deliver vehicle solutions that
meet the requirements of faster driving or travelling and of more safely negotiating com-
plexly shaped terrains. Next, design details and optimization of the presented hybrids will be
further developed, and first experimental tests and designs on advanced controller approaches
regarding torque and slip control are to be performed.
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